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Mancos Schools RE6
Attn: Todd Cordrey

Montezuma County Public Health has been asked to review and respond to the Mancos School
District’s COVID-19 documents.  We would like to begin by stating that we are not approving or
denying any documents, we are continuing to support our local school districts by providing
requested input.  Montezuma County Public Health always recommends following CDC
guidelines and fully supports the vaccine as the best avenue to help combat the virus.

We have all reviewed the three documents and have provided input below.

Memo to staff:  We would add that even though the author of this memo got a mild case of
COVID, the vaccine is likely the reason symptoms were mild and vaccine is still the best way to
limit spread and prevent serious illness.

Letter to parents about COVID: The definition of close contact ("significant exposure") is
incorrect.  CDC is still saying 15 minutes or more of cumulative contact time in 24 hours at a
distance of 6 feet or less.

School testing program: We support this weekly screening as a proactive approach that will help
with early detection and likely help with widespread exposures.

All documents are very well written, accurate and reflect the sincere attempt Mancos Schools is
making to try and minimize COVID and maintain in-person learning. To do both, in COVID times,
is truly a balance of safety. In-person learning and activities are essential to our community’s
wellbeing and we will support maintaining this approach.  Montezuma County Public Health
appreciates this partnership with the Mancos Schools through the coming school year.

Thank you,

Lindsay Rohlik- MCPHD R.N.

Dr. Kent Aikin – MCPHD Medical Director

Laurel Schafer – Assistant Director of Public Health
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